Name :_________________ Date:____________

ACT IT OUT– PERSPECTIVES
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How can showing someone empathy make them feel better? How is
this important to friendships?
2. Why is it important to show someone you are interested, even if you
aren’t? What should you say if someone is talking to you about
something you aren’t very interested in?
3. Why do people share big news with us? How would they feel if we
didn’t share in their excitement?
4. How can not seeing the situation from a friend’s side make a
problem worse? Have you ever seen a problem from someone else’s
view?
5. How did the girls communicate and compromise? Were they able to
see the situation from each other’s perspective?

SUGGESTED USE
First, watch each scene to model the behaviors and actions that will be
role played. Then, select two people to role play and assign them to
Person A and Person B. Read each scenario on screen to act out. Pause
when you see the Act it Out logo on screen and get ready to role play!
The rest of the group will rate the actors based on their performance. Did
they portray the emotions given? After the role play is finished there will
be a discussion. Use the questions above to guide the discussion.
When discussion logo is shown
, we suggest pausing to discuss
facial expressions, tone of voice, and positions of bodies & eye contact.
Don’t hesitate to rewind the video and watch multiple times.
Watch more Social Skills Videos at everydayspeech.com
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